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A puzzling new state

A new charmonium spectroscopy?

A new quarkonium spectroscopy

Open issues for theory & experiment



Exciting times for hadron spectroscopy:
many new narrow states

Each raises questions of interpretation,
and offers opportunities.

! η′
c in B → KKSK∓π±

! Narrow Ds levels (0++, 1++)
! Pentaquark K+n : Θ+(1540)

! X(3872) → π+π−J/ψ
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Use More Significant Cut Distribution

Model Background by Quadratic Polynomial
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Issues:

η′

c
: small splitting from ψ′

Ds(2317) and Ds(2463):
surprisingly light; chiral symmetry?

Θ+(1540): chiral soliton?
uncorrelated quarks? 3! diquark picture?

X(3872): Mass; radiative decays?
D0D̄∗0 threshold?



General reasons for interest ...

Many charmonium levels: 9 or 10 narrow states,

plus ~60 states within 800 MeV of threshold.

Potential models give a good account of the 

spectrum, but cannot be the whole story.

Lattice QCD is increasingly capable for 

quarkonium spectroscopy.

New states seen in e+e–, B decay, 2-photon,

hadronic production: new JPC accessible.



In the wake of the     news ...

E-L-Q: B-Meson Gateways to Missing

Charmonium Levels, PRL 89, 162002 (2002)

η′
c(21S0) and hc(11P1) below DD̄ threshold

long-anticipated narrow states

between DD̄ threshold and DD̄∗
ηc2 (11D2, 2−+) and ψ2 (13D2, 2−−)

(related work by Ko-Lee-Song, Suzuki)

η
′

c





b → (cc̄)1 + . . . or b → (cc̄)8 + . . .

Expect roughly similar BRs

ELQ 2002
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TABLE IV: Measured and estimated branching fractions for
B decays to quarkonium levels.

cc̄ state Γ(B → (cc̄) + X)/Γ(B → all) (%)
11S0 ηc ≈ 0.53a

13S1 J/ψ 0.789± 0.010 ± 0.034bc

11P1 hc 0.132± 0.060d

13P0 χc0 0.029± 0.012d

13P1 χc1 0.353± 0.034 ± 0.024be

13P2 χc2 0.137± 0.058 ± 0.012b

21S0 η′
c ≈ 0.18a

23S1 ψ′ 0.275± 0.020 ± 0.029b

11D2 ηc2 0.23f

13D1 ψ 0.28f

13D2 ψ2 0.46f

13D3 ψ3 0.65f

aScaled from 3S1 rate.
bData from [32] and [33].
cKnown feed-down from 2S state removed.
dScaled from 3P1,2 rates using Eqn. (6).
eKnown feed-down from 2S and 1P states removed.
fComputed; see [34].

models, including the effect of virtual decay channels [37].
The positions of ηc2 and ψ2 will further constrain ana-
lytic calculations of spin-dependent forces. When com-
pared with ψ(3770), they will provide another test of the
influence of decay channels in the charm threshold re-
gion. Observation of ψ(3770) in B → K(∗)DD̄ will help
to calibrate expectations for the production of the nar-
row states. The same final state might yield evidence for
ψ3

3D3. The details of ψ(3770) decays are sensitive to
S-D mixing [27].

Outlook: The discovery of η′
c as a product of B decays

realizes a long-held hope and raises new possibilities for
filling out the charmonium spectrum. The CP violation
experiments will enrich our knowledge of B → (cc̄) + X,
aiding our ability to estimate the production of unknown
states.
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stimulated this work. KL’s research was supported
in part by a Fermilab Frontier Fellowship and by the
Department of Energy under Grant No. DE–FG02–
91ER40676. Fermilab is operated by Universities Re-
search Association Inc. under Contract No. DE-AC02-
76CH03000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Expect small hadronic widths
ELQ 2002

3815

→ 140 keV
80 ± 32 ± 21 keV (BES)
< 55 keV, 90% CL (CLEO)
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TABLE I: cc̄ spectrum in the Coulomb + linear potential (1).

State Mass (MeV) Remarks

11S0

13S1

ηc

J/ψ

}
c.o.g. 3067.a

{
2979.8 ± 1.8

3096.87 ± 0.04

11P1 hc 3526.
13P0

13P1

13P2

χc0

χc1

χc2

}
c.o.g. 3526.a

{
3415.0 ± 0.8

3510.51 ± 0.12
3556.18 ± 0.13

21S0

23S1

η′
c

ψ′

}
c.o.g. 3678.

{
3654. ± 10.

3685.96 ± 0.09

11D2 ηc2 3815. !→ DD̄ (parity)
13D1

13D2

13D3

ψ
ψ2

ψ3

}
c.o.g. 3815.

{
3769.9 ± 2.5

!→ DD̄ (parity)
→ DD̄

2P 3968.
1F 4054.
3S 4118.

D0D̄0 3729.0 threshold
D+D− 3738.6 threshold

D0D̄∗0 or D∗0D̄0 3871.2 threshold
D±D∗∓ 3879.3 threshold
D+

s D−
s 3973.2 threshold

D∗0D̄∗0 4013.4 threshold
D∗+D∗− 4020.0 threshold

D+
s D̄∗−

s or D∗+
s D̄−

s 4099.0 threshold
D∗+

s D∗−
s 4224.8 threshold

aInput values.

threshold, and so will be typically narrow charmonium
states. In the absence of strong influence from the cou-
pling to decay channels, the 23PJ χ′

c and 21P1 h′
c states

should lie well above the DD̄ and D∗D̄ thresholds, and so
should have uninhibited strong decays. As has long been
known, the JPC = 2−+ 11D2 ηc2 and JPC = 2−− 13D2

ψ2 states constitute an important special case: they lie
between the DD̄ and D∗D̄ thresholds, but are forbidden
(because of their unnatural parity) to decay into DD̄.
It is therefore plausible that they will appear as narrow
levels, and we now quantify this suspicion.

Properties of the missing levels. To estimate the de-
cay rates, we shall use the established values for the
ηc, J/ψ, χc, ψ′, and ψ(3770) states, adopt the Belle value
for Mη′

c
, set Mhc = 3526 MeV, and choose Mηc2 =

Mψ2 = 3815 MeV. We estimate the rates for hadronic
and radiative decays in turn.

Among hadronic decays, we consider transitions (ππ
emission) and annihilations. To estimate the π+π− +
π0π0 transition rates, we use the standard multipole ex-
pansion of the color gauge field [17, 18, 19] to express the
E1-E1 transition rates through the Wigner-Eckart theo-
rem given in Eqn. (3.5) of Ref. [20], with experimental
inputs given in Table X of that paper. The results are
shown in Table II. For present purposes, the essential
lesson is that we do not expect the ππ transition rates to
be large for the missing levels of charmonium.

TABLE II: Hadronic decay widths of charmonium states.

cc̄ state Decay Partial Width
11S0 ηc → gg 17.4 ± 2.8 MeV [21]
13S1 J/ψ → ggg 52.8 ± 5 keV [22]
11P1 hc → ggg 720 ± 320 keVa

13P0 χc0 → gg 14.3 ± 3.6 MeVb

13P1 χc1 → ggg 0.64 ± 0.10 MeVb

13P2 χc2 → gg 1.71 ± 0.21 MeVb

21S0 η′
c → gg 8.3 ± 1.3 MeVc

η′
c → ππηc 160 keVd

23S1 ψ′ → ggg 23 ± 2.6 keV [22]
ψ′ → ππJ/ψ 152 ± 17 keV [22]
ψ′ → ηJ/ψ 6.1 ± 1.1 keV [22]

11D2 ηc2 → gg 110 keVe

ηc2 → ππηc ≈ 45 keVd

13D1 ψ → ggg 216 keVf

ψ → ππJ/ψ 43 ± 15 keVg

13D2 ψ2 → ggg 36 keVf

ψ2 → ππJ/ψ ≈ 45 keVd

13D3 ψ3 → ggg 102 keVf

ψ3 → ππJ/ψ ≈ 45 keVd

aComputed from 3PJ rates using formalism of [23]; also see [24].
bCompilation of data analyzed by Maltoni, Ref. [23].
cScaled from Γ(ηc → gg).
dComputed using Eqn. (3.5) of Ref. [20].
eComputed using Eqn. (3).
fComputed using Eqn. (2).
gFrom rates compiled in Table X of Ref. [20].

For the annihilations into two or three gluons, we use
the standard (lowest-order) perturbative QCD formu-
las [25] to scale from available measurements for related
states. This is a straightforward exercise for the S-wave
levels. We use Maltoni’s analysis [23] of the 3PJ annihi-
lation rates to estimate the rate for hc → ggg. The rates
for annihilations of the 3DJ states into three gluons (via
color-singlet operators) are given by [26, 27]

Γ(3DJ → ggg) =
10α3

s

9π
CJ

|R(2)
n2 (0)|2
m6

c

ln 4mc〈r〉 , (2)

where R(#)
n# ≡ d#Rn#(r)/dr#

∣∣
r=0

, 〈r〉 =
∫ ∞
0 dr r u2

n#(r), and
CJ = 76

9 , 1, 4 for J = 3, 2, 1. A complete analysis (includ-
ing color-octet operators as well) has too many unknowns
to be of use [39]. The strengths of the J = 3, 2, 1 anni-
hilations are more generally proportional to CJ , even if
color-octet operators dominate [28]. The two-gluon an-
nihilation rate of the 1D2 state is given by [29]

Γ(1D2 → gg) =
2α2

s

3
|R(2)

n2 (0)|2
m6

c

. (3)

Our estimates for the annihilation rates are collected in
Table II. The expectation for Γ(η′

c → gg) is to be com-
pared with the Belle value of 15 ± 24 (stat) MeV [11].

The most prominent radiative decays of charmonium
states are the E1 transitions, for which the rate [29, 30]

3815

3815

3770



Radiative rates not small!

!!n̂n2s"1‘J!E1 n̂n02s"1‘0J0!# $
4"e2c
3

!2J0 " 1#k3jEn̂n‘:n̂n 0‘0 j2 max!‘; ‘0#
!
J 1 J0
‘0 s ‘

"
2
; (4)

where ec $ 2
3 is the charm-quark charge, k is the photon

energy, the E1 transition matrix element is En̂n‘:n̂n 0‘0 $
3
k

R1
0 drun‘!r#un0‘0!r#%kr2 j0!kr2 # & j1!kr2 #' "O!k=mc#, n̂n (

n& ‘ is the radial quantum number, and f:::g is a 6-j
symbol. For M1 transitions, the rate is given by

!!n̂n2s"1‘J !M1
n̂n0 2s0"1‘J0!# $

4"e2c
3m2

c
!2J0 " 1#k3jMn̂n‘:n̂n 0‘j2;

(5)

where Mn‘:n0‘ $
R1
0 drun‘!r#un0‘!r#j0!kr2 #.

The calculated rates for the prominent transitions
among charmonium states are shown in Table III.
Values enclosed in parentheses have been corrected for
the effects of coupling to decay channels, following the
procedure developed in [14]. The calculated values repro-
duce the patterns exhibited by measurements, and are in
good agreement with other calculations in the literature
[31].We expect them to provide reasonable guidance to the
radiative decay rates of the missing charmonium levels.

Integrating all the calculated rates, we note that the
radiative decays should be prominent, with branching
fractions B!hc!#c!# ) 2

5 , B!#c2 !hc!# ) 2
3 , and

B! 2 !$c1;2!# ) 4
5 , of which B! 2 !$c1!# ) 2

3 .
Charmonium production in B decays.—Expectations

for the fractions of B-meson decays leading to
charmonium production are presented in Table IV.

To estimate the B! 1S0 production rates, we appeal to
the suggestion [35] that the ratio of spin-singlet to
spin-triplet decay rates is relatively insensitive to poorly
calculated matrix elements, !!B!n3S1 " X#=
!!B!n1S0 " X# $ 1" 8m2

c=m2
b ) 1:5. The inclusive

production of 1P states in B decays can be expressed
[36] in terms of color-singlet and color-octet contribu-
tions as [37]

!!b!hc " X#=!!b! ‘& "%%‘ " X# ) 14:7 eHH8;

!!b!$c0 " X#=!!b! ‘& "%%‘ " X# ) 3:2 eHH8;

!!b!$c1 " X#=!!b! ‘& "%%‘ " X# ) 12:4 eHH1 " 9:3 eHH8;

!!b!$c2 " X#=!!b! ‘& "%%‘ " X# ) 15:3 eHH8:

(6)

Using the measured rates for inclusive $c1 and $c2 pro-
duction summarized in Table IV, we extract eHH8 $
!8:95* 3:79# + 10&5 and eHH1 $ !2:18* 0:31# + 10&4,
which determine the inclusive branching fractions for
$c0 and hc. No measurements exist to guide our expect-
ations for the production of 1D states in B decays, so we
must rely for the moment on theoretical calculations [34]
that suggest production rates roughly comparable to those
for other charmonium states.

Observing the missing narrow states.—Radiative tran-
sitions among charmonium levels are the key to discov-
ering the remaining narrow states. Approximately 90 K
B!K#c events are produced in the Belle experiment’s
data sample. Using the production rates of Table IV, and

TABLE III. Calculated and observed rates for radiative tran-
sitions among charmonium levels in the potential (1).

! energy Partial width (keV)
Transition k (MeV) Computed Measureda

 !M1
#c! 115 1.92 1:13* 0:41

$c0 !E1 J= ! 303 120 (105)b 98* 43
$c1 !E1 J= ! 390 242 (215)b 240* 51
$c2 !E1 J= ! 429 315 (289)b 270* 46
hc!E1 #c! 504 482
#0
c!E1 hc! 126 51

 0 !E1 $c2! 128 29 (25)b 22* 5
 0 !E1 $c1! 171 41 (31)b 24* 5
 0 !E1 $c0! 261 46 (38)b 26* 5
 0 !M1

#0
c! 32 0.04

 0 !M1
#c! 638 0.91 0:75* 0:25

 !3770#!E1 $c2! 208 3.7
 !3770#!E1 $c1! 250 94
 !3770#!E1 $c0! 338 287
#c2 !E1  !3770#! 45 0.34

#c2 !E1 hc! 278 303
 2 !E1 $c2! 250 56
 2 !E1 $c1! 292 260

aDerived from Ref. [21]
bCorrected for coupling to decay channels as in Ref. [14]

TABLE IV. Measured and estimated branching fractions for
B decays to quarkonium levels.

c"cc State !!B!!c "cc# " X#=!!B! all# (%)

11S0 #c ) 0:53a

13S1 J= 0:789* 0:010* 0:034b,c

11P1 hc 0:132* 0:060d

13P0 $c0 0:029* 0:012d

13P1 $c1 0:353* 0:034* 0:024b,e

13P2 $c2 0:137* 0:058* 0:012b

21S0 #0
c ) 0:18a

23S1  0 0:275* 0:020* 0:029b

11D2 #c2 0.23f

13D1  0.28f

13D2  2 0.46f

13D3  3 0.65f

aScaled from 3S1 rate.
bData from Refs. [32,33].
cKnown feed-down from 2S state removed.
dScaled from 3P1;2 rates using Eq. (6).
eKnown feed-down from 2S and 1P states removed.
fComputed; see Ref. [34].
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What we expected: prominent radiative decays

B(hc → ηcγ) ≈ 2
5

B(ηc2 → hcγ) ≈ 2
3

B(ψ2 → χc1,2γ) ≈ 4
5 , of which B(ψ2 → χc1γ) ≈ 2

3

+ useful rates for ππ cascades



What we know about X(3872)

Mass higher than simplest expectation;
lies at DD* threshold

3871.7 ± 0.6 MeV     (3815 MeV)

In CDF & DØ, prompt production not negligible

B(B+ → K+X) · B(X → π+π−J/ψ)

B(B+ → K+ψ′) · B(ψ′ → π+π−J/ψ)
= 0.063 ± 0.014

No sign yet of radiative cascades to 1P states

Γ(X → γχc1,2)

Γ(X → π+π−J/ψ)
< 0.9, 1.1



Alternatives to charmonium: deusons

deuteron-like “molecules” formed by
attractive π exchange between

D0 and D̄∗0

Most attractive : I = 0, JPC = 0−+, 1++

Parity forbids decay into (ππ)I=0J/ψ

Hadronic cascade must be (ππ)I=1J/ψ

dissociation : X → (D0D̄∗0)virtual → D0D̄0π0

N. A. Törnqvist, hep-ph/0308277; M. Voloshin, hep-ph/0309307



Alternatives to charmonium: hybrid mesons

Expected levels: anything but 2−−

Chromoelectric flux tubes : (0, 1, 2)++, 1+−

Chromomagnetic flux tubes : (0, 1, 2)−+, 1−−

Estimated masses 4.1 ± 0.2 GeV

Possibly enhanced decay rate to ηJ/ψ

F. E. Close & S. Godfrey, hep-ph/0305285



Coupling to open-charm channels

Phenomenological approach:

Evaluate 〈n3S1|Hint|DD̄〉, etc.

Hint = 3
8

∫
d!xd!y J0a(!x)V(|!x − !y|)Ja

o(!y)

Ja
0 = c̄γ0tac + q̄γ0taq

Calculate pair-creation amplitudes,
solve coupled-state system

Eichten, Gottfried, Kinoshita, Lane, Yan, PRD 21, 203 (1980)







Effects on the spectrum
Coupling to virtual channels induces spin-dependent

forces in charmonium near threshold, because
M(D*) > M(D)

3

TABLE III: Charmonium spectrum, including the influence
of open-charm channels. All masses are in MeV. The penul-
timate column holds an estimate of the spin splitting due
to tensor and spin-orbit forces in a single-channel potential
model. The last column gives the spin splitting induced by
communication with open-charm states, for an initially un-
split multiplet.

State Mass Centroid
Splitting

(Potential)
Splitting
(Induced)

11S0

13S1

2 979.9a

3 096.9a 3 067.6b −90.5
+30.2

+2.8
−0.9

13P0

13P1

11P1

13P2

3 415.3a

3 510.5a

3 525.3
3 556.2a

3 525.3c

−114.9e

−11.6e

+1.5e

−31.9e

+5.9
−2.0
+0.5
−0.3

21S0

23S1

3 637.7a

3 686.0a 3 673.9b −50.4
+16.8

+15.7
−5.2

13D1

13D2

11D2

13D3

3 769.9ab

3 830.6
3 838.0
3 868.3

(3 815)d

−40
0
0

+20

−39.9
−2.7
+4.2
+19.0

23P0

23P1

21P1

23P2

3 931.9
4 007.5
3 968.0
3 966.5

3 968d

−90
−8
0

+25

+10
+28.4
−11.9
−33.1

aObserved mass, from Review of Particle Physics, Ref. [13].
bInputs to potential determination.
cObserved 13PJ centroid.
dComputed.
eRequired to reproduce observed masses.

bare centroid of the spin-triplet states so that the phys-
ical centroid, after inclusion of coupled-channel effects,
matches the value in the middle column of Table III. As
expected, the shifts induced in the low-lying 1S and 1P
levels are small. For the other known states in the 2S
and 1D families, coupled-channel effects are noticeable
and interesting.

In a simple potential picture, the η′
c(2

1S0) level lies
below the ψ′(23S1) by the hyperfine splitting given by
M(ψ′) − M(η′

c) = 32παs|Ψ(0)|2/9m2
c. Normalizing to

the observed 1S hyperfine splitting, M(J/ψ) − M(ηc) =
117 MeV, we would find

M(ψ′) − M(η′
c) = 67 MeV , (7)

which is larger than the observed 48.3 ± 4.4 MeV, as is
typical for potential-model calculations. The 2S induced
shifts in Table III draw ψ′ and η′

c closer by 20.9 MeV,
substantially improving the agreement between theory
and experiment. It is tempting to conclude that the ψ′-η′

c

splitting reflects the influence of virtual decay channels.
We lack a comprehensive theory of spin splittings for

L > 0 states, and various potential-model schemes differ
appreciably in their predictions. (See Table I of Ref. [12]
for a variety of estimates.) For the 1P states, the spin
splittings shown under Splitting (Potential) in Table III

are those required to reproduce the observed masses; they
are not predictions. For the 1D and 2P levels, we have
adopted as representative the spin splittings shown.

To reproduce the observed mass of the 13D1 ψ(3770),
we shift the bare 1D centroid upward by 67.5 MeV. The
other 1D masses are thus pegged to the observed ψ(3770).
In our model calculation, the coupling to open-charm
channels increases the 13D2-13D1 splitting by about
20 MeV, but does not fully account for the observed
102 MeV separation between X(3872) and ψ(3770). It
is noteworthy that the position of the 3−− 13D3 level
turns out to be very close to 3872 MeV. For the 2P lev-
els, we have no experimental anchor, so we adjust the
bare centroid so that the 21P1 level lies at the centroid
of the potential-model calculation. It is likely that we
have more to learn about the influence of open-charm
channels.

The 21P1 level has been suggested [14] as an alterna-
tive assignment for X(3872) because it has an allowed
ππ transition to J/ψ and a hindered M1 radiative tran-
sition to the 1P levels. The coupled-channel calculation
places this state nearly 100 MeV above DD̄∗ threshold.
As we shall see in quantitative detail presently, its al-
lowed s-wave decay to D0D̄∗0 leads to an unacceptably
large width, unless X(3872) lies below D0D̄∗0 threshold.

The wave functions that correspond to physical states
are linear combinations of potential-model cc̄ eigenstates
plus admixtures of charmed-meson pairs. We record the
charmonium content of states of interest in Table IV. The
open-charm pieces have the spatial structure of bound
states of charmed mesons, but they are not molecular
charm states in the usual sense: they are virtual con-
tributions for states below threshold, and—unlike “deu-
sons,” for example [15]—they are not bound by one-pion
exchange.

Expectations for radiative transitions. As Table IV
shows, the physical charmonium states are not pure
potential-model eigenstates. To compute the E1 radia-
tive transition rates, we must take into account both the
standard (cc̄) → (cc̄)γ transitions and the transitions be-
tween (virtual) decay channels in the initial and final
states. Details of the calculational procedure are given
in §IV.B of Ref. [11].

Our expectations for E1 transition rates among spin-
triplet levels are shown in Table V. There we show both
the rates calculated between single-channel potential-
model eigenstates (in italics) and the rates that result
from the Cornell coupled-channel model, to indicate the
influence of the open-charm channels. The model repro-
duces the trends of transitions to and from the χc states
in broad outline. Not surprisingly, the single-channel val-
ues roughly track those calculated by Barnes & Godfrey
in their potential [12]. For these low-lying states, the
mixing through open-charm channels results in a mild
reduction of the rates.

We show the 13D1 transition rates at the mass of
ψ(3770) and at the predicted 13D1 centroid, 3815 MeV.
For the ψ(3770), with its total width of about 24 MeV,

ELQ, hep-ph/0401210



Hyperfine splitting:

M(ψ′) − M(η′
c) = 32παs|Ψ(0)|2/9m2

c

M(J/ψ) − M(ηc) = 117 MeVNormalize to

M(η′
c) = 3637.7 ± 4.4

⇒ M(ψ′) − M(η′

c
) = 67 MeV

(48.3 ± 4.4 MeV observed)

20.9 MeV induced shift ⇒ agrees



Suppression of radiative decay rates
(reduced overlap between initial & final states)

Ψ(13S1) = 0.983 |13S1〉 − 0.050 |23S1〉 − 0.009 |33S1〉 + . . . ; 96.8%(cc̄)

Ψ(13P1) = 0.914 |13P1〉 − 0.075 |23P1〉 − 0.015 |33P1〉 + . . . ; 84.1%(cc̄)

Ψ(13D2) = 0.754 |13D2〉 − 0.084 |23D2〉 − 0.011 |33D2〉 + . . . ; 57.6%(cc̄)

Transition Partial width (keV)
(γ energy in MeV) Computed

13D1(3770) → χc0 γ(338) 254 → 225

13D2(3831) → χc2 γ(266) 59 → 45
13D2(3831) → χc1 γ(308) 264 → 212

13D2(3872) → χc2 γ(303) 85 → 45
13D2(3872) → χc1 γ(344) 362 → 207

13D3(3868) → χc2 γ(303) 329 → 286

13D3(3872) → χc2 γ(304) 341 → 299



Decays into open charm







Γ(13D2 → D0D̄∗0) ≈ Γ(13D2 → ππJ/ψ)

Γ(13D3 → γχc2) ≈ 1

3
Γ(13D3 → DD̄)

Γ(13D3 → π+π−J/ψ) ≤ 1

4
Γ(13D3 → DD̄)

Near 3872 MeV

Belle:
B(X → D0D̄0) ≤ 4B(X → π+π−J/ψ)

B(X → D+D−) ≤ 3B(X → π+π−J/ψ)

Sensitivity already approaches interesting range



Could X(3872) be 21P1?

Seems improbable: 100 MeV above D0D̄∗0

in coupled-channel model;

Radiative decay would be hindered M1

Strong cascade: s-wave ππ by L=1 (not 2)

(Could explain small radiative BR)

E1 decay to η′
c

Likely to be too broad if DD* open

Belle: decay angular distribution disfavors
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Production of DD* molecule by fusion

Braaten & Kusunoki, hep-ph/0402177

Γ(Υ(4S) → Xhh′)

Γ(Υ(4S) → D0D̄∗0hh′) + Γ(Υ(4S) → D̄0D∗0hh′)
≈ 10−24



Following up X(3872)

Verify I=0: look for charged partner,
check dipion angular distribution, see π0π0

Determine (or at least restrict) JPC

Look for radiative decays: γχc1,γχc2

Measure prompt vs B-decay at CDF, DØ

Look for D0D̄0π0 and D0D̄0γ



Following up X(3872)

Measure ππ mass distribution

Find structures or set limits on other π+π−J/ψ

Similar studies in bb̄

Measure rates for b → (cc̄) + anything

Examine J/ψ + (π±,η, K±, KS, p,Λ, . . .)

Look for structure in DD̄, DD̄∗, D∗D̄∗



Theoretical work needed

Charmonium: understand threshold influence ✔

understand production

improve understanding of hadron cascades

compare Υ family



Theoretical work needed

Hybrid mesons: make some specific
predictions, sketch a decision tree

Molecular charmonium: production rates,
decay patterns

Lattice: surpass the potential model



Whatever X(3872) turns out to be, much to do

If charmonium, find other states,
advance beyond one-channel NRQM

Molecular states and hybrid mesons
may still exist — how to form them?

If not charmonium, a new kind of spectroscopy

(Charmonium states still await discovery)



arXiv:hep-ph/9402210 v1   02 Feb 1994

Eichten & Quigg, PR D49, 5845 (1994)

The Next Wave: bc̄ Spectroscopy

6258 ± 20 (potential model)

radiative + hadronic transitions to ground state

↘
π+J/ψ, a+

1 J/ψ, . . .



· Experimental tour-de-force

· Third quarkonium system

· Intermediate between heavy-heavy
and heavy-light mesons

· Sensitive to relativistic effects, 
configuration mixing

· Rich pattern of weak decays 
(b decay, c decay, annihilation)

Reasons for Interest …
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TABLE I. Bc signal and background summary.

3.35 , M!J"c !# , 11.0 GeV"c2

J"c e events J"c m events

False electrons 4.2 6 0.4
Undetected conversions 2.1 6 1.7
False muons 11.4 6 2.4
BB background 2.3 6 0.9 1.44 6 0.25

Total background (predicted) 8.6 6 2.0 12.8 6 2.4
(from fit) 9.2 6 2.0 10.6 6 2.3

Predicted N!Bc ! J"c en#"N!Bc ! J"c !n# 0.58 6 0.04
e and m signal (derived from fit) 12.013.8

23.2 8.412.7
22.4

Total signal (fitted parameter) 20.416.2
25.5

Signal 1 backgrounda 21.2 6 4.3 19.0 6 3.5
Candidates 23 14

P!Null# b 0.63 3 1026

aThe total number of fitted events was not constrained to be equal to the number of candidates.
bProbability that background alone can fluctuate to produce an apparent signal of 20.4 events

or more, based on simulation of statistical fluctuations.

are able to predict the number of events and mass distribu-

tion in an independent, background-rich sample of same-

charge, low-mass lepton pairs. (See Fig. 27 in Ref. [23].)

As a further check, we applied all selection criteria ex-

cept the requirement that the third track intersect the J"c
vertex. The resulting impact parameter distribution has a

prominent peak at zero, demonstrating that, for most can-

didate events, the three tracks arise from a common ver-

tex. (See Fig. 28 in Ref. [23].)

Table I summarizes the results of the background

calculation and of a simultaneous fit for the muon and

electron channels to the mass spectrum over the region

between 3.35 and 11 GeV"c2 [23]. Figure 1 shows

the mass spectra for the combined J"c e and J"c m
candidate samples, the combined backgrounds, and the

fitted contributions from B1
c ! J"c !1n decay. The

fitted number of Bc events is 20.416.2
25.5.

To test the significance of this result, we generated

Monte Carlo trials with the statistical properties of the

backgrounds, but with no contribution from Bc mesons.

These were fit to determine the apparent signal size arising

solely from background fluctuations. The probability of

obtaining a yield of 20.4 events or more is 0.63 3 1026,

equivalent to a 4.8 standard-deviation effect.

To check the Bc signal stability, we varied the assumed

Bc mass from 5.52 to 7.52 GeV"c2. The signal template

for each value of M!Bc# and the background mass

distributions were fit to the data. The magnitude of

the Bc signal is stable over the range of theoretical

predictions for M!Bc#, and the minimum in the log-

likelihood function vs mass yielded M!Bc# ! 6.40 6
0.39!stat# 6 0.13!syst# GeV"c2.

We obtained the mean proper decay length ct and

hence the lifetime t of the Bc meson from the distribu-

tion of ct!. We used only events with 4.0 , M!J"c !# ,
6.0 GeV"c2, and we changed the decay-length require-

ment from ct! . 60 mm to ct! . 2100 mm for this life-

time measurement. This yielded a sample of 71 events,

42 J"c e and 29 J"c m. We fit functional forms to

the shapes in ct! for each of the backgrounds. To the

sum of these we added a resolution-smeared exponen-

tial Bc-decay contribution, dependent on ct. Because

of the missing neutrino, the proper decay length ct for
each event differs from ct! of Eq. (1). We convoluted

the exponential in ct with the distribution of ct!"ct de-
rived from Monte Carlo studies. Finally, we incorpo-

rated the data from each of the candidate events in an

J/!+e  and J/!+µ
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FIG. 1. Histogram of the J"c ! mass that compares the signal
and background contributions determined in the likelihood fits
to the combined data for J"c e and J"c m. Note that the mass
bins, indicated by tick marks at the top, vary in width. The

total Bc contribution is 20.416.2
25.5 events. The inset shows the

behavior of the log-likelihood function 22 ln!L# vs the number
of Bc mesons.

2435

CDF: Bc → J/ψ"(ν)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 2432 (1998)

M(Bc) = 6.40 ± 0.39(stat.) ± 0.13(sys.) GeV/c2
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Lattice QCD: including dynamical quarks
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• with quarkonium baseline !preliminary"

systematic dominated by the B
c
 Darwin correction

• with heavy#light baseline !preliminary"

systematic dominated by the D
s
 Darwin correction

• Further study of msea & a dependence underway 

HPQCD $Glasgow/Fermilab%

mBc
= 6.307 ± 0.002

+0.000
−0.010 GeV

mBc
= 6.253 ± 0.017

+0.030∼50
−0.000 GeV

Andreas Kronfeld· Aspen Winter Physics 2004
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